TO6 Online Thematic Workshop
Preserving and restoring ecosystems and
biodiversity
14 March 2022, 14.00-17.00 CET

Draft Agenda
14.00 – 14.10

Welcome & introduction
Workshop agenda and moderation by TO6 Thematic Experts – Astrid Severin and
Magda Michaliková (10 min.)

14.10 – 14.45

Keynote presentations on preserving and restoring ecosystems and
biodiversity
Keynote speakers
•

Nigel Dudley, Institute for European Environmental Policy – IEEP
(Belgium) on ‘Biodiversity footprints in policy- and decision making (10
min.)

•

Vujadin Kovacevic, European Commission, DG Environment (Belgium)
on ‘EU actions to reverse pollinator decline: for the benefit of nature,
people and the economy’ – (10 min.)

Q&As: moderated discussion by TO6 Thematic Experts (25 min.)

Good practice panel session
14.45 – 15:35

Panel I – Restoration and conservation of eco-systems
Selected speakers
•

Julien Jeanne, Nice Côte d’Azur Metropolis) and Alexandra Maccario,
City of Cagnes-sur-Mer (France) on ‘Restoration of the river Cagne’ (Blue
Green City) – (4 min.)

•

Ferran Sanchis, Urban Ecology Agency of Barcelona (Spain) on
‘Restoration of a coastal wetland La Pletera’ (Land-Sea) – tbc (4 min.)

•

Balázs Kiss, Tolna County Development Agency – TDCA (Hungary) on
‘Community supported afforestation’ (PROGRESS) – (4 min.)

Discussant
•

Evelyn Underwood, IEEP – reflection on the flash presentations – (8min.)
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Discussion with participants moderated by TO6 Thematic Experts (30 min.)

Networking break
15.50 – 16:40

Panel II – Eco-system services: Bats and pollinators
Selected speakers
•

Federica Roscioni, University of Studies of Molise (Italy) on ‘Installing bat
boxes at the coast of Molise region’ (Land-Sea) – (4 min.)

•

Dr Saorla Kavanagh, National Biodiversity Data Centre (Ireland) on
‘Protecting farmland pollinators’ (PROGRESS) – (4 min.)

•

Albert Ruiter, Province of Fryslan (The Netherlands) on ‘Beespoke –
increasing levels of pollinators and crop pollinations’ (Delta Lady) – (4
min.)

Discussant
•

Vujadin Kovacevic, DG ENV – reflection on the flash presentations (8
min.)

Discussion with participants moderated by TO6 Thematic Experts (30 min.)
16.40 – 17.00

Concluding remarks
•

Take-aways from Panel I by Discussant (5 min.)

•

Take-aways from Panel II by Discussant (5 min.)

Wrap up and conclusions by TO6 Thematic Experts (10 min.)
17.00

End of online event
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